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Annotation:  
The research in [1] aimed to robust global optimization influenced by simplicity and efficiency              
principles introduced in two optimization algorithms of the latest generation. Galactic Swarm            
Optimization (GSO) is inspired by the motion of stars, galaxies and super-clusters of galaxies under               
the influence of gravity. It acts as a global controller of the entire optimization process by using                 
several flexible two-phase cycles (exploration and exploitation) to find new and better solutions.             
The optimization process in the original version of GSO suffers from a shortcoming in the               
discovery phase, which in our work is enhanced by hybridization with our evolutionary version of               
the Whale Optimization Algorithm (EWOA). Concretely, the discovery phase in GSO is replaced             
by EWOA to avoid early convergence. Furthermore, EWOA is improved in comparison with             
WOA in ensuring global optimization even at higher dimensions of the search space using              
Levy-Flight trajectory (LFT). The achieved effect in the research is a faster local search with               
adaptive steps. Evolution approach is also improved by employing a two-point crossing operator.             
The overall results through extensive experiments have shown that our hybridization and evolution             
approach delivers excellent performance with the accuracy, speed of convergence, and stability of             
the optimization process. In the context of nature-inspired optimization methods, the research in [2]              
is focused on the applicability of optimization approaches with machine learning (neural network)             
in the domain of network communication. Specifically, it is a scientific solution to improve Quality               
of Service (QoS) with Extreme Learning Machine (ELM neural network) and an improved version              
of Tug of War optimization (TWO) in the core. 
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